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Topics that are coming up 

•Pro-active efforts of official statistics agencies to 
improve communication 
•Many exciting initiatives 
•Communication should be two-way – importance 
of understanding audience, personas, listening 
•Building trust 
•Ways of countering false information 
•Etc  

 



•Just informing people is not 
enough (but necessary) 
•Need to recognise psychology of 
attention to drama 
•Need to counter that drama with 
good communication 
 

 



 Numbers can be tricky 

 



On 7th March 

On 8th March 



•Numbers don’t speak for themselves 

•Context, comparators and framing can make 
numbers look big or small 
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or small 



Making numbers look large 
or small 



•Numbers don’t speak for themselves 

•Context, comparators and framing can make 
numbers look big or small 

•Big numbers are incomprehensible 

•Convert to something that can be grasped? 

•Positive and negative framing changes 
emotional reaction 
 

 Numbers can be tricky 



  

 How many 
seriously violent 
young people are 
there in London? 

 
Trick:  
• turn to negative 

frame 
• convert to numbers 

of people 
 

 

 



Trust in numbers 



“people have had enough of experts… 
  
from organisations with acronyms saying that 
they know what is best and getting it 
consistently wrong”  



Who do people say they trust in the UK? 

  

But does this really tell us anything valuable? 



Baroness Onora-O’Neill.. 

•We should not be aiming to ‘increase trust’ 
•Instead, aim to demonstrate 
trustworthiness 
•Information should be  
accessible  
useable 
assessable 



•Need more ‘outgoing’ statisticians taking an 
active role in public life and media 
 
•Some statistics agencies trying to make this 

transition 
 
•ONS Digital, named ‘Statistician’s comment’ 

 
•Royal Statistical Society now has 30 ’statistical 

ambassadors’ 

Statisticians going from introvert to extravert 



 



Learning from risk communication? 

 















Genetic test 
results. 
 
Is the 
information 
communicated 
in the right way? 



After a  
re-design 
to highlight 
what 
people 
want 



General issues in on-line risk 
communication 

•User-centred design 

•Layered communication 

•Multiple representations – one size does 
not fit all 

•Relevant info, at right time, in right form 
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‘Expected frequencies’ are now in 
UK GCSE Maths syllabus:  



Epistemic uncertainty about facts and 
science 

  

 



Uncertainty about statistics 

  



Uncertainty about statistics 
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Uncertainty about statistics 

  



Manski 2015 

•Reporting official statistics as point 
estimates manifests a common tendency of 
policy analysts to project incredible 
certitude, encouraging policy makers and 
the public to believe that errors are small 
and inconsequential 



Issues in communicating uncertainty 

•Who communicates? 

•What? 

•In what form? 

•to whom? 

•to what effect? 



Communicating uncertainty about a quantity 

1. Full probability distribution 
2. Summary of distribution  
3. Range  
4. Pre-defined categorisation, eg ‘likely’ 
5. Verbal qualifier 
6. List of possibilities 
7. Mention possibility of error 
8. Don’t mention uncertainty 
9. Deny any possibility of uncertainty 
 

 
 

•   
 



February 2018  
Bank of England 
Inflation report 

• ONS do not 
provide ‘error’ on 
GDP 



Research on the impact of communicating 
epistemic uncertainty 

•Verbal expressions: wide variability in interpretation 
•Uncertain risks: well-known increased aversion 
• Error bars / ranges: many interpret all values inside as 

equally likely 
• Trust/credibility:  impact is complex, may depend on 

issue, education level of audience, optimism etc 
 

Increasingly active area of research. 
 



Randomised trial of communicating 
epistemic uncertainty 

•Topics: Number unemployed, tigers in India, 
global temperature change  

•Format: estimate, verbal qualifier, range 

•Trust/credibility:  in number and source 

•1,126 participants 
 



Results 

  

To what extent do you think this number is trustworthy? 
To what extent do you think the writers of the report are trustworthy? 



Main results 

•When uncertainty was communicated, people perceived 
these estimates to be more uncertain and less 
trustworthy 
• Format matters: these effects were larger for verbal 

communication than for numerical communication 
•When numerical uncertainty was communicated, 

people’s trust in the communicator was not diminished 
 
•Not moderated by numeracy 

 

  



Need to research alternative visual formats 

  

 











Each poll was usually based on 1,000 respondents, and therefore claimed to have a 

margin of error of at most +/- 3%.   

But the variability between polls far exceeded this margin.   

BBC plot of opinion 

polls before UK 

general election on 8th 

June 2017.  

The  trend line is the 

median of the 

previous seven polls.   





Communicating epistemic uncertainty   

A. Direct: expression of uncertainty 
about fact or number or science 
 

B. Indirect: Summary of quality of 
underlying evidence 
 



 





Communicating confidence in the science /  
strength of evidence 

IPCC 





 



Trustworthy communication in the 
media? 

  

 

 

  



thanks to Liz Gerard 



Academic/ 
industry  
scientific  
research 

Scientific  
publications 

Press offices / 
comms depts 

Editors 

Individual 
members of 

public 

ONS/ Policy-makers / 
NGOs etc 

Commissioned 
analytic and  

survey 
research 

Journalists 

The pipeline of statistical evidence 



• abstract: 
• We observed consistent associations between 

higher socio-economic position and higher risk of 
glioma  

• press release  
• High levels of education linked to heightened 

brain tumour risk  

• Daily Mirror… 





Classic narratives have  
•   an emotional hit to the reader 
•   reveal a clear causal path 
•   have a neat conclusion   

 

But science and statistics are seldom like that 

 

Need to be engaging and yet true to the 
evidence 

Statistical stories can be difficult 



Countering scepticism and misinformation 
 
 

•Active area of research 

• ‘Backfire effect’ of correcting fake news has been 
exaggerated 

• ‘Inoculation’ 

• Increasing evidence for benefit from graphics 

•Education 



Inoculation: introduce weak form of ‘myth’ in order to  
                  show its fallacy (van der Linden etc) 





Training people to question claims 







 







Conclusions 

•Information should be accessible, useable, 
assessable 
•Work with multiple audiences and 
communication professionals 
•Pre-empt misunderstandings 
•Be confident with uncertainty 
•Right info at right time in right form 
•Have clear aims and evaluate performance 



 



Sometimes statistical stories can be 
misunderstood….. 

 





Book cover 



1990 
2000 
2010 

How often do (opposite sex) couples report 
having sex? 





When I said all this in a talk…. 

















 







 


